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Abstract
The aims of this research is to find out the dynamics relevant to pedagogical stylistic over period of ten years from 2013 until 2023 by analyzing research trends, citation trends, gap research and countries that have cooperative relations on pedagogical stylistic topic. Furthermore, the research method used bibliometric visualization and bibliometric analysis. Research data were extracted from a scopus database then analyzed with VosViewers applications and Biblioshiny R as data analysis software. The research stages included identification, eligibility assessment and inclusion screening which resulted in final data of 97 publications. The result indicate a rise in publications concern to pedagogical stylistic has increased, particularly in 2022. Publications from 2016 have the highest g-index and h-index scores among all years, with 76 citations, the citation trend for pedagogical stylistic happened in 2016. Russian, United kingdom and United State become a countries that have significant influence of this research. The most popular keyword were student, professional aspects, pedagogical stylistic and stylistic analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Stylistics is the study of style. Style is a unique way of expressing something to make the message clear and effective. Style can also be understood as a way of using language (Pradopo, 2021). Language style is a person's unique way of expressing their thoughts through language, showing the author's character and personality. Using language style to make the thoughts reflect
the author’s soul and personality. Language style includes word choice, sentence structure, use of figures of speech, imagery, and rhyme (Sopian, 2017).

Stylistics is the study of how language is used in literature. In stylistics, one can focus on style elements such as syntax, phonology, vocabulary, meaning, and visual presentation of text (Leech & Short, 2007). The latest study by Fogal (2015) shows several things about stylistics. Stylistics can increase language awareness and be a tool for building academic skills. Additionally, pedagogical stylistics, which involves teaching stylistics in the classroom, is a new trend (Fogal, 2015). Pedagogical stylistics is used to increase student's awareness of the language used in their texts; students are also taught to analyze texts related to phonology, vocabulary, syntax, and clause analysis and study the relationships between sentences and paragraphs (Abdullah, 2021).

Educational practitioners recognize that studying stylistics benefits various learning areas. Stylistics can be used in teaching literature, facilitating literary studies, enhancing linguistic creativity, and supporting literary learning. This argument is made because pedagogical stylistics plays a role in learning. Studies use it to investigate social and cognitive psychology, various topics in psycholinguistics, and the teaching of social and rhetorical skills (Hall, 2014).

Pedagogical stylistics aims to use stylistics in the classroom to help students understand its basic principles. While applied stylistics usually identifies problems in a text and offers solutions, pedagogical stylistics focuses on teaching students to identify and analyze specific linguistic issues in literary and non-literary texts. It also investigates the interactions between students, teachers, and texts. The goal is to encourage students to understand linguistics and appreciate the quality of language (Clark & Zyngier, 2003).

Research in pedagogical stylistics continues to grow as public interest in studying and analyzing stylistics increases. Several previous studies related to stylistics is A Comparative Stylistic Analysis of Anne Hunter’s “Winter” and Charles Simic’s “Against Winter”: Pedagogical Implications for EFL Students (Al-Shboul et al. 2023). This article examines two poems from a stylistic perspective. The new method used in this research is comparative stylistic analysis, which compares the two poems to understand the poet's distinctive style and how linguistic tools convey messages in both poems. The research concludes with important pedagogical implications.

Furthermore, research conducted by Chong (2023) in a conference titled "A Cognitive Stylistic Analysis of K.S. Maniam’s In a Far Country” discusses the learning and teaching of K.S. Maniam's In a Far Country to Malaysian students using linguistic analysis. This paper specifically demonstrates how stylistics can be used to explore texts related to the main theme. Stylistic analysis is a popular approach, but few demonstrations of its pedagogy have been given. Therefore, this research pioneers a pedagogical demonstration of stylistics, where students will demonstrate aspects of analysis and how this analysis involves creating meaning (Chong et al., 2023).

Several studies related to pedagogical stylistics can be identified through the presentation of previous research. Many stylistic studies use various data sources, and these themes can be analyzed using bibliometrics. This research is necessary to understand research development in stylistic pedagogy, identify the countries contributing to this topic, and provide information on the most widely discussed studies. This will offer new references for future researchers on the topic of pedagogical stylistic.

Research on pedagogical stylistics has been conducted over the past few decades. To identify research patterns of authors, journals, countries, and institutions, as well as to observe collaboration patterns between countries and authors, researchers find it necessary to perform a
bibliometric analysis on the topic of pedagogical stylistics. After reviewing previous literature in the Scopus and publish or perish database, it became evident that there is no bibliometric analysis of pedagogical stylistics. Therefore, this research aims to map and provide an overview of a large body of academic literature. The bibliometric analysis uses the Scopus database to identify and determine publication trends over the last ten years (2013-2023) related to pedagogical stylistics.

METHOD

This research aims to identify publications related to pedagogical stylistics over a 10-year period from 2013 to 2023. The method used in this research is descriptive analysis, which consists of four important steps: identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion (Moher et al. 2009). The methods used in this research is the bibliometric visualization method and bibliometric analysis. This quantitative method uses a descriptive evaluative approach to represent research trends and characteristics across a series of publications. Bibliometric visualization methods are used to provide a structural overview of a specific research area (Garfield, 2009).

The data sources come from publications on the topic of pedagogical stylistics, with metadata obtained from international journals indexed by Scopus for the period 2013-2023. Scopus is considered one of the most widely used databases for bibliometric analysis. The data collection process is shown in the image below.

**Figure 1.** The data collection process
The researchers began by searching for research related to pedagogical stylistics using the keyword "pedagogical stylistics" in the Scopus database. On April 20, 2024, this initial search yielded 126 articles on this topic, primarily consisting of articles and book chapters. In the second stage, there was a screening process where the researchers reviewed all types of published documents related to this topic. They then selected only the documents written in English to proceed to the next stage. During this screening, researchers filtered the 126 articles, resulting in 97 articles remaining. In the third step, the researcher looked at the title and summary to check if the article was relevant and met the researcher's needs, specifically if it contained topics related to pedagogical stylistics. In this final stage, all 97 articles reviewed met the criteria, so the researchers included them from the previous data collection. After screening, 97 articles were collected and saved in RIS and CSV formats for further analysis and visualization using various applications.

Publication trends in Pedagogical Stylistics will also be analyzed using descriptive analysis from the Scopus database and bibliometric analysis. Research from 2013 to 2023 related to Pedagogical Stylistics will be shown graphically using Microsoft Excel software, displaying the number of publications and average citations per year and the geographical distribution of the data. To calculate the h-index and g-index, each publication will be analyzed using Harzing's Publish or Perish software. The analyzed data, previously processed through the Scopus database, will be visualized using Vosviewer and Biblioshiny R software, including information about authors, countries, institutions, journals, and co-occurrences of author keywords in Pedagogical Stylistics (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the results and discussion section, researchers will analyze trends in the number of publications, citations, research collaboration between countries, and research focus on pedagogical stylistics. The trend in the number of publications will illustrate how scientific publications on pedagogical stylistics have evolved over a decade, specifically from 2013 to 2023. Next, the trend in the number of citations will illustrate how much the research has influenced subsequent studies and become a reference for other researchers. Meanwhile, the trend in research collaboration between countries indicates the degree of cooperation among researchers from different countries worldwide in studying pedagogical stylistics. Such collaboration fosters high-quality research and has a broad impact as it incorporates diverse perspectives and expertise. Lastly, trends in research focus highlight specific areas receiving special attention in pedagogical stylistic studies.

This research used several methods to present bibliometric descriptive analysis data. Researchers began by analyzing publication trends, citation trends, countries and journal distribution, research focus, and research gaps using the biblioshiny R application (Siregar, Sopian, and Naser 2023).

1. Publication Trends

The following are publication trends in pedagogical stylistic research for the past 10 years, from 2013 to 2023. A total of 97 publications have been categorized by year of publication and will be presented graphically, as shown in the graphic below:
From the graph above, we can observe that there was an increase in the number of articles from 2018 to 2020. However, there was a decrease in the number of publications from 2020 to 2021. Nevertheless, there was a significant increase in 2022, with a total of 22 publications, making it the year with the highest number of publications. However, in 2023, the number of publications decreased to 10 documents. The largest increase occurred from 2021 to 2022, with 12 publications, while the lowest number of publications was in 2013, with only three publications that year.

2. Citation Trends

Table 1 presents citation trends in Pedagogical Stylistics from 2013 to 2023. The 97 publications collected each year will be analyzed based on TP, NCT, TC, H-Index, and G-Index values using the Publish or Perish and Microsoft Excel applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>NCP</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>H-Index</th>
<th>G-Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes. TP: total of publication, NCP= number of cited publication, TC= total citation, H= h-index, G= g-index.

Table 1 shows that the highest total citations were in 2016, with a total of 76 citations despite only seven publications being published. This indicates that publications from 2016 are the most cited in terms of Pedagogical Stylistics. Additionally, the highest total NCP was in 2020, with an NCP value of 10. It can be concluded that although 2022 had the highest number of publications, namely 22 publications, the highest total citations occurred in 2016. Moreover, Table 1 also indicates that there are no citations related to the topic of Pedagogical Stylistics in 2023.

Additionally, the highest h-index and g-index values were in 2014 and 2016. In 2014, the h-index was three, and the g-index was 6, while in 2016, the h-index was three, and the g-index was 7. In other words, publications from 2014 and 2016 had a significant impact on research in the field of Pedagogical Stylistics. This indicates that these articles received numerous citations from researchers, making a substantial contribution and exerting considerable influence on the topic of Pedagogical Stylistics.

Citation trends for the pedagogical topic of stylistics from 2013 to 2023 are displayed in Table 1, where publications from 2016 received the highest number of citations, 76 times, and had the highest h-index and g-index values, namely h-index 3 and g-index 7. This indicates that publications from 2016 had a significant impact on research related to pedagogical stylistics. Documents published in 2018 are presented in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Publications with the highest number of citations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(D. Huron 2016)</td>
<td>Voice leading: The science behind a musical art</td>
<td>The MIT Press</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Beaulieu 2016)</td>
<td>Prescriptivism and French L2 instruction</td>
<td>Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(Yavgildina et al. 2016)</td>
<td>For the treatment of parenthetical insertions in didactics works on the German language</td>
<td>Beitrage zur Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table above, the research article titled "Voice leading: The science behind a musical art" by Huron, which provides a cognitive and perceptual explanation of the concept of "voice leading" (David Huron, 2016), has the highest number of citations, with 46 citations in studies related to pedagogical stylistics. Next, the research article by Griffiths titled "Style and style-stretching: How are they related to successful learning?" was the second most cited document, with 19 citations (Carol Griffiths and İnceçay, 2016). This study found a strong correlation between style-stretching, also known as learning styles, and student learning outcomes. Additionally, it was noted that students with higher scores tended to have a more eclectic learning style, indicating a greater willingness to expand their learning styles. Conversely, students with lower grades tended to have more restricted learning styles. Several other studies listed in Table 2, which also received many citations, have been identified as influential documents in "pedagogical stylistic" studies.

3. Geographical Distribution and Relations Between Countries

Figure 2 illustrates the trend of collaboration between countries, highlighting the cooperative relationships in Pedagogical Stylistic research. The threshold for inclusion is a minimum of one document, allowing countries with even a single publication to be displayed in the analysis.
There are 41 countries that meet this threshold. Russia has the most documents, with 18 publications. However, Canada has the highest total citations, with 65 citations. The United Kingdom has the second-most documents after Russia, with ten publications.

In the image above, the United Kingdom, United States, and Canada have larger circle diameters compared to other countries. This indicates that these countries have a high level of cooperative relationships with other nations. According to the VosViewer display, the United Kingdom has collaborative relationships with eight countries, the United States with six countries, and Canada with eight countries.

4. Research Focus

The focus of research related to Pedagogical Stylistics from 2013 to 2023 can be seen in figure 3.

Researchers set a threshold of at least two publications containing the same keywords. As a result, the 195 keywords were narrowed down to 25. The network visualization in picture 3 shows six clusters with 29 items related to Pedagogical Stylistics. These six clusters are the red cluster, green cluster, dark blue cluster, yellow cluster, purple cluster, and light blue cluster. Among these, the red cluster is the largest, followed by the green and dark blue clusters.

A. The first cluster (in red) consists of 7 items: educational computing, educational comics, educational process, learning process, pedagogical tools, professional aspects, and student.
The items with the largest circle diameters in this cluster are "student" and "professional aspects," indicating that these keywords, along with pedagogical stylistics, are the main focus of research related to this topic.

B. The second cluster (green) consists of 7 items: EFL, literature, pedagogical stylistics, poetic language, reader response, stylistic analysis, and teaching and learning. The item with the largest circle diameter in this cluster is "stylistic analysis," indicating that these keywords, along with pedagogical stylistics, are the primary focus of research in this area.

C. The third cluster (dark blue) consists of 5 items: education, language, performance, style, and teaching. The items with the largest circle diameters in this cluster are "education" and "teaching."

D. The fourth cluster (yellow) consists of 4 items, namely literature reviews, pedagogy, quality control, technical writing

E. The fifth cluster (purple) consists of three items: creativity and stylistics, film poetry, and multimodality.

F. Cluster 6 (light blue) consists of 3 items, namely genre analysis, intonation, and strategy.

5. Research gap

One of the results of the bibliometric analysis is conceptualizing trends exploring future research topics by mapping author keywords using a thematic map, which can be created with the RStudio biblioshiny application (Thangavel and Chandra 2023).

![Thematic Map with Rstudio (Biblioshiny)](image)

**Figure 4. Thematic Map with Rstudio (Biblioshiny)**

Mapping with this model is represented by a two-dimensional graph divided into four types of quadrants: motor themes, basic themes, emerging or declining themes, and niche themes. These quadrants depict the keywords for each document related to pedagogical stylistic studies. By
observing where each keyword cluster is positioned, we can explain the stage of its evolution (Muñoz-Leiva et al. 2012).

The two-dimensional graph consists of Density lines on the Y-axis and a Centrality line on the X-axis. When a topic approaches the density line, represented by the vertical line on the left, it means that the author has extensively written and studied the topic, as indicated by the increased use of keywords. However, when a topic approaches the centrality line, represented by the horizontal line at the bottom, it suggests that the topic has a notable impact on the advancement of "pedagogical stylistics."

In the niche theme quadrant, there are two clusters near the density line: the red cluster (education, language, performance, and style) and the brown cluster (methodology, poetry, intonation, and strategy). This suggests that authors have extensively published on this topic in documents related to "pedagogical stylistics." However, these keywords are far from the centrality line, indicating that they do not significantly influence the development of the topic "pedagogical stylistics."

In the motor themes quadrant located at the top right, there is one cluster in green consisting of several keywords (pedagogical stylistic, stylistic analysis, multimodality, creativity, stylistic, EFL, film poetry, literature, poetic language, reader response). It can be inferred that the topics in this quadrant have been extensively discussed in documents related to "pedagogical stylistics" and have also had a significant impact on the development of the study.

Next, in the emerging or declining themes quadrant, we find the dark green cluster consisting of the keywords "teaching and learning" and "language attitudes." The pink cluster includes the keyword "stylistic," and the purple cluster consists of the keyword "pedagogy." These keywords are presumed to represent topics that are either emerging or declining in relevance within the study of "pedagogical stylistics," as this quadrant is positioned far from both the density line and the centrality line.

No keyword clusters were found in the last quadrant, namely, basic themes located at the bottom right. If there are keywords in this quadrant, they are identified as topics that have a significant impact on the development of pedagogical stylistic research. However, these topics are still infrequently researched by academics due to the low frequency of these words in documents related to the research topic "pedagogical stylistic."

By mapping the thematic map visualized in Figure 5, we can conclude that all clusters located in the niche and motor themes quadrant represent trending research topics. Meanwhile, topics found in the emerging or declining themes and basic themes quadrant represent potential research gaps in the future. These topics require further development by researchers in the field of "pedagogical stylistics."

CONCLUSION

This research used data analysis to examine pedagogical stylistics for ten years. It confirms that the topic of stylistics has become very dynamic since 2019. Several articles in the pedagogical stylistics and stylistic analysis have the potential to enhance scientific studies in this area. Several topics and keywords used in this field have the potential to be further developed, making them valuable for future written works.

This research contributes to mapping publication trends among researchers and enthusiasts in the field of pedagogical stylistics, serving as a guide for other researchers to identify research
gaps. Overall, studies on pedagogical stylistics play a crucial role in utilizing stylistics in classrooms and enhancing student’s grasp of its fundamental principles. This is fundamental for the ongoing advancement and future development of stylistics.
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